WORKSHOP
“The Challenges of Supply Chain Leadership”
How to develop and attract leaders in Supply Chain
This interesting workshop is organized by ILME and Projectyou within the ELA Talent Day of
25thEUROLOG19 Congress, on 4.4.19. Projectyou is focusing in projecting professionals and
organizations to their vision by training and mentoring.
The background :
Supply chain globally faces today a hard issue, the recruitment of talents in leadership. The
basic causes of the shortage are : a. Universities and Colleges do not train in modern
knowledge and skills, b. operations and logistics are not attractive enough to young
graduates, c. key trends involving global trade, omni-channel fulfillment, technological
revolution and “extended enterprise” perspective are making companies more reliant on
supply chain talents than ever before, d. Logisticians miss the mindset, the skills to deal with
financial intelligence, complexity, change management, collaboration and “right brain”
capabilities.
The aim of workshop
The objectives of the workshop are :
a. to elaborate the reasons of missing Supply chain leaders,
b. to shape the profile of a talented leader in SC. His profile will be painted from the firms as
well as from the employees viewpoint.
c. to bring together experienced leaders with young promising future leaders, to share
experiences and views and build a strong network which will enable their recruitment in SC.
The workshop process
After short presentations on leadership topics by key speakers, the participants in round
table discussions will elaborate and then present to the whole group their conclusions.
Some of the topics they will deal with are :
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Which skills and mindset a future SC leader has to possess?
What key leadership mindset the “extended enterprise” requires?
Do we have leaders, managers or micro-managers in SC?
Do we have satisfied, engaged or inspired employees in SC?
How can our “people system” drive high performance?
How can talented graduates be attracted in the Supply Chain organizations?
What skills and behaviors SC leaders need to demonstrate so that be the next CEOs?

You are invited to participate in the opinion survey “Do we have the quality in supply chain
leadership we need in Greece” (www.projectyou.gr/........) and you will receive the results of

the research as well as the conclusions of the workshop. Projectyou will offer for 2 of the
survey participants “free of charge” training programs for ELA certification
The workshop language will be English. The conclusions of the workshop will be published
globally by ELA.
Subscribe for one of the limited positions in the workshop here : www.eurolog19.gr/....

